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Abstract—In order to navigate autonomously, a mobile robot
needs to build an environment map where the robot is navigating.
Currently, the sensors are mounted on the robot to detect if the
obstacles exist and then the map immediate surrounding of the
robot is built to help for navigation path planning. The map
created by this method is a local map that may cause global
navigation problem which a global coverage map is needed to
solve such a problem. In this study, a sensor network is deployed
for building global environment map. All the sensor locations are
assumed known. The navigation space is divided into grids and a
grid is to be detected if obstacles exist by one or a number of
sensors. Fuzzy set concept is used to introduce a tool useful for
sensor perception. Those sensors work as a team to explore all
the space and then the global fuzzy map is constructed. The
experiments show that the fuzzy map is more practical and helps
the path planning problem to be solved more efficiently.

accurate map [1, 9, 13]. Some other studies use fuzzy set
concept for robot perception [11], and the fuzzy map is defined
as the fuzzy set of grid, whose membership function quantifies
the possibility for each grid to belong to an obstacle. Since
fuzzy logic is robust with dealing with uncertainty, the fuzzy
map that built according to the uncertain sensor data is
efficient to the robot navigation [10].

Keywords—autonomous mobile robot, sensor network, fuzzy
set concept.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The applications of mobile robot are getting more
important. The autonomous robot can do works without
continuous human guidance, for example, cleaning floors.
Some applications use autonomous robots to collect data in the
places where people is hard to reach, for example, sea depths.
The basic requirement for a robot to have the ability of
autonomy is it can understand its environment [4, 7-8]. The
robot needs to localize itself first and then generates map to
understand its environment. The map is built according to the
uncertain data that is collected by the sensors mounted on the
robot. Lots of the researches use ultrasonic sensor to detect the
obstacles and build map based on the probabilistic model [10].
The most seen probabilistic model is occupancy grids
framework which is introduced by Elfes [6]. The basic
assumption for occupancy grids is the environment has binary
structure, i.e. that each grid cell is either occupied or empty
[12]. Based on the occupancy grids method, there are
researches that use sensor fusion technique to generate more

Once the environment map is generated, the navigation
path can be planned to guide the autonomous robot. However,
the robot using the above methods to build environment map
only gain the information on the scale of a few meters to the
robot. In fact, this only solves the problem of obstacles
avoidance [2]. In larger scare space, the robot has global
navigation problem since the robot cannot the goal state from
its initial position. For example, a service robot in museum
may work as a guide to lead visitors to a special destination.
There might be unpredictable and dynamic obstacles in the
robot navigation space. Since the robot has only local
environment information, the robot will not know the dynamic
obstacles appear in advance until it is near the obstacles. This
causes the path planning inefficient. In fact, this is very like
traveling in a city. If one could get the newest traffic
information of entire city in advance, he will avoid getting into
the traffic jam area.
Wireless sensors became cheaper in the recent years that
allow more application development is based on the sensor
network. Batalin et al. [2] proposed a framework of robot
navigation using a sensor network embedded in the
environment to solve the global navigation problem. In [MRN],
a probabilistic model is adopted for sensors to build the best
possible path for robot navigation.
In this paper, a method that uses sensor network to build an
environment map is proposed. However, the proposed method
to build the map is based on fuzzy set concept rather than
probabilistic. A static sensor network is pre-deployed in the
indoor environment where robot is navigating. The
environment is divided into grids, and a single grid is to be
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detected if obstacles exist or not by one or a number of sensors.
All sensor locations are assumed known and they will send
collected data back to the server to build a fuzzy global map.
Since the sensor network is keeping monitoring the entire
environment, the server can update the fuzzy map that results
the best possible navigation path also updated in real time
mode. The experiments show that the proposed method
provides an efficient method for navigation path planning.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces related works on map building. Section 3
describes the proposed method and section 4 provides
experimental evidence. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

This section describes works related to map building for
autonomous robot.
A. Occupancy Grid Map of the Environment
Occupancy grids method is based on the assumption that
the environment has binary structure, that is, each grid cell is
either occupied or empty [12]. The probability that a certain
grid is occupied will converge to 1 if standard occupancy grids
method is employed. This is not always justified especially as
the grid cells which are partly covered. Fig. 1 shows an
example in which a grid is partly covered by an obstacle and
the probability of this grid will converge to 1 if the sensors of
the robot repeatedly detect the obstacle. In top picture of fig. 1,
the color of black represents high likelihood that the cell is
occupied. However, since the obstacle only covers 10% of this
cell, a coverage value of 0.1 would be a better approximation
of the true situation. The bottom picture of Fig. 1 uses gray
color to represent lower likelihood that the cell is occupied.
B. Sensor Network
The smart environment needs information about its
surroundings. Now, this information needed by smart
environments can be provided by distributed wireless sensor
networks.
The basic works and challenges of a sensor network are:
detecting the relevant quantities, monitoring and collecting the
data, assessing and evaluating the information, formulating
meaningful user displays, and performing decision-making and
alarm functions. There are also lots of researches that work on
the following fields: network deployment, sensor localization
[3, 5], communication protocols and power management.
The application of sensor network is enormous. For
example, physical properties such as pressure, temperature,
humidity and flow can be measured by sensor networks.
C. Robot navigation using a Sensor Network
Occupancy grids method is a well-known method to solve
robot navigation problem. However, while the robot can not
observe the goal state from its initial position, the robot
navigation becomes inefficient. Several studies have been
proposed to address this problem of global navigation [MRN 3,
4, 5]. However, none of above methods deals with highly
dynamic environment.

Batalin et al. [2] proposed a framework that using sensor
network to solve the global navigation problem. The system
from [2] does not need the environment to be static and the
design principle is the sensor network serves as the
communication, sensing and computation medium for the
robots, whereas the robots provide actuation. Following is a
brief introduce of the system approach from [2].
In Batalin’s study, the robot does not have a pre-deployed
environment map and the robot is not necessary to compute the
navigation path itself. The system approach relies on a predeployed sensor network with determined transition
probabilities. Sensor nodes will guide the robot to navigate in
its environment. Navigation directions are computed within the
network using value iteration that is an algorithm of computing
the utilities for node’s state. The robot communicates with
sensor nodes in the network locally, and makes navigation
decisions based on which node it is near.
The most interesting idea in [2] is to compute the action
policy distributively in the sensor network. The idea is that
every node use value iteration algorithm to update its utility
and computes the best navigation action for a robot in its
neighborhood on its own.
Since all the computing work is in the network, the
processors that robot equips with can have more power to do
other important job.
D. Fuzzy Grid Map of Environment
Fuzzy logic is usually used to handle two different kinds of
uncertainty [10]. The first one is vagueness that is associated
with the difficulty in characterizing a particular concept or
property with a crisp set. The second one is lack of evidence to
see that whether a given element is a member of a particular
crisp set. Environment detection or path planning from sensors
is an example of the second kind of uncertainty.
For example, the basic idea of occupancy grid map
building is to determine for each grid cell of environment
whether it belongs to the occupied set or empty set. We can
define the entire environment is the universal set U which is
the union of the occupied set O and the empty set E .
However, based on the basic occupancy grids method, if each
grid cell is partly occupied, there will be no path for robot to
go.
The empty set E and the occupied set O should be
defined as fuzzy sets over the universal U , and their
membership functions are μ E and μ O , respectively. For each

g ∈ U , the two values μ E (g ) and μ O (g ) are needed to be
computed as fuzzy map is building.
It is intuitive that the fuzzy map, that information about the
risk of collision for each grid cell of the environment, will be
more accurate if the measurement locations where the sensors
on the robot collect a series of range readings are numerous
and well distributed.
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III.

FUZZY MAP BUILDING

This study is using an ultrasonic rangefinders sensor
network to build a fuzzy map. The environment where the
service robot navigation is divided into grids and each grid is
detected continually by a group of sensor (there may be one or
a number of sensors in a group). Each sensor’s location is
assumed known and it will send its collected information back
to the server which is called central control device (CCD) to
build the map. The CCD builds a single local grid map based
on the fuzzy set concept and then merges all local grid maps
into a global map. The CCD also takes responsibility for
solving the problem of path planning and sending signal to
guild the robot.
Ultrasonic sensors working principle is to generate
ultrasonic wave and to see if the echo occurs. Fig. 2 shows a
sensor is generating ultrasonic wave to detect obstacles, and
we can see that the wave form of a radiation cone and the wave
will be reflected back by objects that is in radiation cone.
There are three sources of uncertainty happen while the
obstacles are detected by sensors. The first and the most
important one is the measured distance is affected by an error.
The above uncertainty can be transferred to a fuzzy model
to express the state of points belonging to the radiation cone. In
this paper, the method of how to set up fuzzy model refers to
the work in [FM].

multiple reflections, a radial modulation function f r as in (3)
that is also proposed by [FM] is adopted.

f r (d ) = 1 −

For a single sensor S i reading, two fuzzy sets E i and
Oi is generated. E i the empty fuzzy set for S i . Oi is
occupied fuzzy set .the membership functions for E i and Oi
are Ei (d i ) = f ε (d i , ri ) f r (d i ) and Oi (d i ) = f ο (d i , ri ) f r (d i ) ,
respectively. E i (d i ) represents the empty degree of the
detected area, and Oi (d i ) represents the occupied degree of
the area.
If a single grid cell C is monitored by a group of sensor,
then the empty fuzzy set E and occupied fuzzy set O for C
are the union of E i and Oi , respectively.

⎧0
⎪⎪ ⎡
r − d 2⎤
f ο (d , r ) = ⎨kο ⎢1 − (
) ⎥
Δr
⎦
⎣
⎪
⎪⎩0

E = ∪ i Ei

(4)

O = ∪ i Oi

(5)

Now, we can get the safe area and unsafe area from E and
O . The ambiguous area in the cell C is defined as:

0 ≤ d < r − Δr
r − Δr ≤ d < r

A= E ∩O

(1)

d≥r

I = E ∩O

r − Δr ≤ d < r + Δr (2)

S = E2 ∩O ∩ A∩ I

The last uncertainty is caused by multiple reflections. This
results in the increasing of d . Fig. 3 shows an example of
multiple reflections. In order to reduce the possible affection of

(7)

The safe area is defined as:

d ≥ r + Δr

The second uncertainty is caused by the ultrasonic wave
intensity decreasing. However, this uncertainty is not
considered in this study. We assume wave intensity is uniform
inside the radiation cone.

(6)

The indeterminate area is defined as those neither empty
nor occupied:

0 ≤ d < r − Δr

f ε is the membership function of measuring the degree of
the state of empty, whereas f o is to measure the degree of the
state of occupied. r is the radius of radiation cone. d is the
distance that sensor to the detected object. Δr is the distance
of the vicinity to r . k ε and k ο are two pre-defined maximum
constants for membership functions, respectively.

(3)

d v is a pre-defined constant that is used to weaken the
confidence of measurement. Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show above
functions.

The state of points that insider the radiation cone may be
fuzzy. That is, it seems the state of the points is occupied; on
the other hand, it seems the state is empty. Tow fuzzy
membership functions can be defined to describe this situation.
⎧k ε
r−d 2
⎪⎪
f ε ( d , r ) = ⎨k ε (
)
Δr
⎪
⎪⎩k ε

1 + h tan(2(d − d v ))
2

(8)

E 2 means “very empty”. The unsafe area is defined as:

U =S

(9)

After the safe and unsafe areas being defined for a single
grid, the global fuzzy map can be constructed.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A simulation test is set up to build the global fuzzy map.
The experimental area is a square of 5m × 5m . Each grid is
0.25m × 0.25m and is marked a unique ID as shown in Fig. 7.
Each grid is monitoring by a group of 4 ultrasonic sensors. k ε
is set to 0.15; k ο is set to 0.25; the sensor reading radius is set
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to 0.3m ; Δr is set to 0.15m and d v is 1.2m . The sensor
sends the collected data back to central control device. We put
obstacles in grid 2, 21 and 22. Fig. 8 shows the standard
occupancy grids map that generated by central control device.
Since the standard occupancy grids method use binary
structure, a grid that partly covered is still considered as fully
occupied. Fig. 9 shows that some safe area is between grid 21
and grid 22. If the robot’s body is smaller than the width of
safe area, it still can pass grid 22.
The second test is to prove that our proposed method can
solve the global navigation problem. In fig. 10, the robot is
asking to navigate from grid 1 to grid 121 in time point t1 .
There is no obstacle in time t1 , and we assume that the best
way is go straight from grid 1 to grid 121. Fig. 11 shows that a
set of dynamic obstacles appear In time t 2 , and the robot is in
grid 41 at that time. The robot that its sensing ability is limited
by its sensors may not detect the obstacles until it gets into the
grid 101. If this happens, the robot needs to go back to grid 61
to choose another way to the goal. However, the proposed
fuzzy map is generated in real time mode, the central control
device understands the newest global environment and can
send signal immediately to guide the robot to another
navigation path.
The above two experiments show that the proposed fuzzy
map is more practical especially in a larger indoor environment.
Though the maps generated based on probability theory also
gain lots success, the fuzzy sets concept provides a more
comprehensive and easier way to construct the application
model.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The autonomous robot needs to understand environment
where the robot is navigating. There are many researches
proposed map building methods to solve the problem.
Generally speaking, most of them use probabilistic model to
build maps, and global navigation problem is also solved based
on probabilistic model. However, there is no research using
fuzzy set concept cooperated with a wireless sensor network to
build a global map. In this study, environment is divided into
grids and a group of sensor is monitoring a single grid. The
sensors work as a team and send the collected data back to the
central control device to generate the fuzzy map. Thus, the
robot is not necessary to be sophisticated. The experiments
show that the fuzzy map is more practical. Since our research
is focus on the map generated, the other issues for robot
navigation such as sensor communication and path planning
are assumed to work well with the fuzzy map generating. In
order to make a more robust navigation system, the next step is
to develop an optima path planning algorithm that is very
suitable for the fuzzy map.
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Figure 1. The right handest grid is partly covered by an obstacle.
However, the top map that made by occupancy grids method consider
that grid fully occupied. The lower one is a better approximate of the
true situation.
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Figure 5. The fuzzy member function for
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Figure 2. The sensor radiation cone. An obstacle is inside the radiation cone.
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Figure 6. The radial modulation function.
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Figure 3. Multiple reflections may occur in this figure.
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Figure 7. The entire environment is 5mX5m, and each grid cell is
0.25mX0.25m. Each grid is monotering by 4 sensors. The sensor is put on
the vertex of the grid. There are obstacles in grid 2, 21, and 22.
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Figure 8. The environment map that generated by standard occupancy
grids method. If a robot is in grid 1, it will find itself no way to go out.
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Figure 9. The fuzzy map shows that the safe area (in light grey color) still
exists in grid 2, grid 21 and grid 22. The dark grey area is considered as
unsafe area.
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Figure 10. There is no obstacle exists in entire environment at time t1. The
best path for robot navigation from grid 1 to grid 121 is shown in figure.
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Figure 11. The obstacles appear .in time t2. The robot is in grid 41 at that
time and it may not dectect the obstacle until it goes into grid 101 if the
robot use local map. In this case, the robot only goes back to grid 61 to
choose another way to go.
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